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Availability and Requirements
Netlang  has  been  written  in  JAVA (JRE  1.8)  in  order  to  ensure  cross-platform 

capability. It has been successfully tested in the most popular operating system (Windows, 

OS X and Linux). It can be downloaded and used completely free of any charge. Netlang is 

released under the FSF license: you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of 

the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software Foundation, either 

version 3 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed 

in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the 

implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  

See the GNU General Public License for more details. You should have received a copy of 

the  GNU  General  Public  License  along  with  this  program.    If  not,  see  <http://

www.gnu.org/licenses/> .

�   �   �

Design and implementation

Netlang  has been developed following the stages of designing, implementing and 

testing as phases within the standard systems development life-cycle process in software 

engineering.  It  includes a suitable user interface that  communicate the user with data 

sources  imported  in  plain-text  files.  It  has  been  built  as  a  monolithic  application 
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constituting a self-contained software application in which the user interface and data 

access code are combined into a single program from a single platform. The modularity is 

achieved by the relation between four subparts/processes: graphical user interface that 

allows users to interact, text processing and filtering, XML structure tags and storing and 

the graphical representation of results and linguistic links. Netlang  has been developed 

using the Dependency Grammar Annotator program in order to facilitate the syntactic 

annotation of texts within the formal framework of dependency grammars.

Netlang software: preparing the text

The first important enhancement of Netlang is that now the user can open any text file and 

immediately begin with the analysis. Even the .cha files typically used by researchers in the 

CHILDES data base, can be now open without problems as any other text file. 

 Typically, the texts used in language 

acquisition and in clinical linguistics use to have the 

format of a dialogue, so that one sees who is 

speaking every time. This special format uses to 

indicate by means of a tag the speaker's identity. For 

example, here C  refers to the child and R to the 

researcher: 

 C: I'm hungry. 

 R: What would you like to eat now? 

Netlang incorporates a command for the selection of one particular speaker. This command 

prunes the document eliminating all what has not been said by the target speaker. Thus, if 
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one is interested in analyzing the child's linguistic production, this command leave only the 

child's utterances. 

 Moreover, users will mostly be syntacticians, and deal with several languages. 

Therefore, Netlang includes the whole list of symbols in Unicode, so that circumflexes (î, û, 

ô, â, ê), accents (à, è, ì, ù, ò, ù, á, é, í, ó, ú) or letters like “ñ” or “ç” are not a problem 

anymore. Hence, languages with different writings can be analyzed without problems. 

 Further, an important non-trivial aspect was the fact that researchers often work with 

transcriptions from data bases created by other researchers. If the person analyzing the text 

does not agree with the transcription for any reason, she can edit it online. Additional 

options have been included in the menu Edit, so that it is possible now: 

(1) delete undesired characters. 

(2) substitute target characters. 

(3) select a tag, which identifies and selects in a dialog the expressions spoke by one 

of the participants in the conversation. 

If the target text – due to transcription requirements – is full with symbols expressing other 

kinds of information (e.g., pragmatic, behavioral, etc), these options can be deleted using 

this options. 
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Netlang includes de options and particular button for 

“undo” and “redo” an action and the additional option 

of editing an already analyzed sentence. Moreover, a 

pull-down menu lays on the top, where the analyzed 

expression remain gathered. One can select on of 

these utterances and either “edit” it or “delete” it.   

Figure 1. (A) Screenshot of Netlang software. 

Netlang presents in 5 windows different kinds of information (Figure 1A): 

1. Left, Top. The text that has been already annotated, in green (Figure 1, A1). 
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2. Left, bottom. The target text that is object of analysis (Figure 1, A2). 

3. Middle, Top. The three columns of data that will constitute the information read by 

the network program(Figure 1, A3). 

4. The internal grammar of the program, recovered from Popescu's (2003) DGA 

annotator (Figure 1, A4). 

5. A first representation of the network. The elements or nodes can be moved with the 

cursor (Figure 1, A5). 

Morpho-syntactic analysis with Netlang

The original grammar of Popescu's DGAannotator (2006) has been integrated, so that the 

original foundations of Dependency Grammar can still be found and checked in a specific 

window. 

The Netlang software we present solves the preservation of syntactic information, by 

introducing that specific information "inside" the edge between words. To do this, a third 

column has been deployed: 

Sentence: «The woman ate an apple» 

The information of the three columns can be visualized in a specific window, allowing the 

user to check that the information was correctly introduced (see section Analyzing the text) .  
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On lexical categories

Netlang also solves the preservation of the information related to the lexical categories. 

Now Netlang allows the introduction of this kind of information into the network ("inside" 

the node), allowing a more detailed analysis of 

the information included into the original 

linguistic source. In the past, lexical categories 

could only be added manually, through the 

creation of an additional file with the 

information ordered, and after checking the list of words 

introduced into the output file. Now the lexical categories 

are introduced – if desired – manually during the very 

same analysis of the utterance, just by right-clicking of the 

target word and introducing the lexical labels. Netlang 

provides a list of lexical labels that can be customized at 

any moment by the user. 

On morpho-syntactic annotation

The Netlang software was designed in a way it were possible to overcome all those 

problems and enhance the quality the final syntactic networks. Now, thanks to this new tool 

not only the abstract information of the linguistic 

network can be analyzed. By «abstract», we refer to 

the lack of specific (morpho-)syntactic information 

into the files. Such absence did not allow an easy 
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way to perform other interesting analyses (like quantifying the relevance of these syntactic 

link, or quantifying the relevance of the lexical categories for the network structure). 

Netlang does not include all this information automatically – this is something done by the 

user – but at least it is preserved and it can be revised and edited if necessary. 

The user can select a sentence and, by clicking the button Annotate – or executing the right 

button mouse menu –, the syntactic analysis can be performed. A window will be open 

(Figure 1, E) showing the selected sentence; by accepting it, a new window opens where 

words can be linked by arrows (i.e., the syntactic dependencies), and lexical categories can 

be added below the words (e.g. noun, verb, adjective, etc.) : 

Two possible analyses of the same sentence.  

 

It is important to note that, although Netlang executes 

the syntactic analyses by means of a Dependency 

grammar, this software is not specifically committed 

to any school of linguistics. Therefore, the user can 

customize the list of possible syntactic relationships 

and the list of lexical categories. The list provided by 

default can be modified and adapted to the user's 

preferred options. The user can add new labels at will. 
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If the user finds more suitable a particular syntactic label (for example «object» instead of 

«complement»), she has only to add it in the list, and it will immediately appear when 

clicking on the word. 

 Each syntactic link has by default a «?????» symbol. If the user is not interested in 

specifying the syntactic relationship, Netlang will just put “relationship” in the middle 

column. This could be useful in order to gain time, for example. However, note that any 

program for network analysis (e.g., Cytoscape, or Gephi) can ignore these links by 

executing an analysis of the network as «indirect» – that is to say, analyzing the fact that 

there exist relations between words, without taking into account the direction of the edges. 

The specification of syntactic relationships will introduce information inside the edges, and 

as a consequence an analysis of the network as «directed» will be significantly enriched. 

However, this also means that the user considers that the syntactic analysis as something 

trustworthy, but of course this depends on the user. Therefore, we recommend to follow a 

«protocol for syntactic analysis» in order to let see others how and why the relationships 

were sanctioned and upon which literature on syntactic theory it is based (as for example, in 

Barceló-Coblijn, Irurtzun & Duguine, in press). 
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Online edition

Another important enhancement is that now the user will be able to edit the data online 

(Figure 1, E). In the past, the DGA annotator did not allow to to this, and any change had to 

be done before the syntactic annotation. Why is edition important? Because Netlang is a 

program firstly thought to analyze children's utterances and all forms of human speech. 

Studies on children include speakers both atypically and typically developed. This means 

that the user at some point will face the fact that the same speaker performs the same word 

in different speech forms: for example, in Barceló-Coblijn et al. (2012) it has been pointed 

out the fact that a Spanish child produced the definite article under two different phonetic 

forms, which were the same as one preposition and one verbal form: 

Now this situation can be solved online by the user, by editing the target text in a form 

convenient to the user.  

On linguistic typology

Another important issue relates to linguistic typology: not all languages set the lexical 

structure following the same procedures. In particular, agglutinative languages are prone to 

create macro lexical constructs that are equivalent to several words in English. In an 

agglutinative morphological system lexical items are formed by joining affix morphemes to 

Definite article in Spanish produced by the same child – where (*) indicates a mispronunciation 
of a word that yields homophony between to lexical items

Spanish Masculin singular: [e]*, [el] Spanish Verb «to be» 3rd, s.: [e]*, [es]
Spanish Feminin singular: [a]*, [la] Spanish Preposition «~to» : [a]
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the stem. Each affix is a bound morpheme for one unit of meaning. For example, in Basque 

language: 

 A novelty provided by Netlang is that the user can now decide whether it is 

convenient to divide this lexical items into morphemes, if necessary. This means that users 

could select already available texts in several languages, without having to prepare them a 

priori, and begin immediately with the analysis, while taking decisions at the moment the 

user finds a particular situation. 

Exporting the analyzed text

etlang produces several kinds of output, depending on the user's needs. A Netlang session 

can be saved – by creating a .netlang file –, so that a long analysis can be retaken in a 

different moment. The user can so stop the analysis at any moment and retaking it at will by 

opening the .netlang file. 

 A second kind of output is a .sif file, which is a file that is already suitable for a 

network program like Gephi or Cytoscape. The network program can open the .sif or 

the .svc file and then it processes without problems the information within the analysis of 

"etxe" (house), can become by affixation... meaning...

“etxea” (the house)
“etxeak” (the houses)
“etxeko” (from house/home made)
“etxetik” (from the house/out of house)

“etxerakoak” (etxe+ra[alative] + ko[genitive locative] + 
ak[determiner.plural]

(those for the house)

“gizon”(man) , can become by affixation...

“gizonarengatik”  (gizon+a[determiner.singular]  + 
ren[genitive] + gatik[because]

 (because of the man)
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the sentence Men [subject] run, interpreting the middle column as information that must be 

integrated into the edge. 

Figure 2. Representation by a network program of the information introduced by means of Netlang. 

Each word is now inside a node, and each edge contains and reflects the syntactic relation that was 

first annotated in Netlang. 

Final remarks

Netlang represents a qualitatively different tool, able to combine accurate 

(morpho-)syntactic analyses with networks, and thus able to serve as a bridge between 
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Linguistic Theory and Network Science. Thus, linguistic hypothesis can also be tested in 

order to see how they affect the resultant network. For example, using Netlang Barceló-

Coblijn, Irurtzun & Duguine (In press) approach the debate on the Determiner Phrase 

hypothesis – an important debate in syntactic theory – and show that the acceptance or 

rejection of this hypothesis affects the network structure and the connectivity of hubs in 

particular. 

Figure 3. Representation of a bilingual network. A child leaning English and Spanish. In red, English words; in grey, 

Spanish words; in blue, words not assigned to any language (proper name). Data from CHILDES, file 870823ej . At 

this age the child still mixes both languages. 

By using Netlang it is possible to provide information about the speaker's linguistic 

system, once the output file is interpreted by the network program. This information is 

hidden to the unaided eye, and therefore, a tool like Netlang is something that could add 
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valuable extra information about the speaker's clinical situation. Other approaches rely on 

word co-occurrence, but Netlang allows to go beyond them by integrating syntactic 

analyses of sentences. Thus, more detailed information can be integrated into the network, 

satisfying other psycholinguistic  inquiries and adding an ecological value to the analysis. 

 This tool does not require a deep knowledge in linguistic theory – of course, the 

more, the better – and just applying basic analysis is enough to extract complexity patterns 

from the speaker's performance. However, we think it would better if a protocol for 

syntactic analysis is followed during the analysis. 

 Netlang is a program designed to produce an output file that is perfectly readable by 

a network program, so that the user does not have to deal with special scripts anymore. 

Because Netlang is free software, the reference for the output selected has been the suitable 

one for a free network software (like Cytoscape or Gephi), although the use of a different 

network program should not be problematic as far it can interpret the data of the three 

columns. 

 In sum, we think that Netlang constitutes an important enhancement in the analysis 

of speech and the analysis of the syntactic capability for language by means of complex 

networks. Possible applications depend to a great extent of the user's imagination, given the 

possibility of setting up the list of lexical categories and the list of dependency relations. We 

would like to make a special mention to language disorders, one of the first reasons that 

pushed us to the creation of Netlang. There exist plenty of data bases devoted to language 

disorders research with a lot of corpora ready to be analyzed (e.g., CHILDES). Netlang 

makes possible to start with the analysis of these corpora immediately, since it can focus of 
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the child's speech by removing all the data that were spoken by the others (experimenters, 

parents, etc.). The only thing a user needs is thus a transcription of the conversation or any 

other speech sample (for example, a narrative sample based on story telling, like those 

focused on the book «Frog, where are you?» (Mayer, 1969)). For these reasons we are 

convinced that Netlang could help researchers interested in the analysis of language by 

means of complex networks.  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